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AbStrACt

This article presents the results of empirical analyses of the use of information 
technology (IT) by organized crime groups. In particular, it explores how the use 
of IT affects the processes of origin and growth of criminal networks. The empiri-
cal data presented in this article consist of 30 large scale criminal investigations 
into organized crime, including traditional organized crime, traditional organized 
crime in which IT is an innovative element, low tech cybercrimes and high tech 
cybercrimes. Networks involved in cybercrimes or traditional crimes with an in-
novative IT element can be characterized as a mixture of old school criminals that 
have a long criminal career, and a limited number of technically skilled members. 
Furthermore, almost all cases have a local dimension. Also the cybercrime cases. 
Dutch sellers of drugs on online marketplace, for example, mainly work for custom-
ers in the Netherlands and surrounding countries.
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IntroduCtIon

325  The increased use of the internet and Information Technology (IT) provides 
new opportunities for committing crime. The internet is opening up a new world, 
for the general population as well as for criminals. However, there has so far been 
only a limited amount of empirical research into how offenders use IT in their 
daily routines and the consequences of IT for the way in which offenders oper-
ate. The use of the internet, and IT in general, raises several questions in relation 
to organised crime (see, for example, Leukfeldt 2017), particularly when existing 
knowledge, concepts, and theories in the field of organised crime are linked to new 
forms of crime, such as cybercrime, or when new technology is used in traditional 
organised crime (see, for example, Töttel et al. 2016; Leukfeldt et al. 2017a). One 
interesting question is what the use of IT means for the ways in which criminal 
collaboration emerges and develops. It is well known, for example, that social 
capital is of great importance for participation and success in organised crime; 
in order to be successful in organised crime, you need to know the right people 
(producers, customers, enablers, etc.). Until now, social capital has primarily been 
about human relationships in the offline world (see, for example, Bouchard and 
Morselli 2014, Edwards and Levi 2008, Kleemans and van de Bunt 1999, Morselli 
2005). However, the digitisation of society, and particularly the internet, is opening 
up new horizons, at least in theory (see, for example, studies into online criminal 
meeting places: Soudijn and Monsma 2012; Lu et al. 2010; Yip et al. 2012; Holt and 
Smirnova 2014; Décary-Hétu and Dupont 2012; Décary-Hétu et al. 2012; Dupont et 
al. 2016; Leukfeldt et al. 2017b, d). Physical and other boundaries now do not longer 
necessarily form an obstacle to coming into contact with capable co-offenders and 
enablers. Has, therefore, the importance of social capital, ‘knowing the right people’, 
gradually decreased in favour of ‘knowing your way on the web (or the dark web)’ 
(see also Lavorgna 2013; Przepiorka et al. 2017)? And do the processes of origin and 
growth of ‘cyber networks and cyber offenders’ differ from the mechanisms that 
are important for the general offender population?

This article focuses on the question of the extent to which, and how, the in-
creased availability and use of IT has led to changes in the ways in which offenders 
cooperate. This article goes beyond current studies by not solely focussing on offline 
crime or cybercrimes alone, but by exploring the use of IT and its consequences for 
a broad range of traditional organised crime and cybercrime cases. The article is 
based on a Dutch report on the 30 most recent cases from the fifth data collection 
wave of the Dutch Organised Crime Monitor, an ongoing research project into the 
nature of organised crime in the Netherlands (Kruisbergen et al. 2018). It starts with 
an overview of traditional organised crime (“Traditional organised crime: findings 
from the Dutch organised crime monitor” section), followed by an overview of the 
literature on cybercriminal networks (“Cybercriminal networks: a review of the 
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literature” section) to establish what we know from previous empirical research 
about criminal cooperation in organised crime, and the extent to which the lit-
erature on cybercrime provides the same or a different picture. Next, the research 
methods are described (“Data and methods” section) and the empirical results 
regarding origin and growth processes are presented (“Results” section). The article 
ends with conclusions and a discussion (“Conclusion and discussion” section).

trAdItIonAL orgAnISEd CrImE: fIndIngS from thE 
dutCh orgAnISEd CrImE monItor

Structure and composition
326  The structure and composition of organised crime groups has been heavily 

debated and intensively researched, particularly since Donald Cressey (1969) de-
scribed organised crime as a more or less formal bureaucracy in his book ‘Theft of 
the Nation’: organised crime as a pyramid-shaped organization, with a strict hier-
archy, a clear division of tasks, codes of conduct, and an internal and external sanc-
tioning system. Early critics (e.g. Albini 1971; Ianni and Reuss-Ianni 1972; Smith 
1975) fiercely criticised this conceptualization of organised crime and a large body 
of empirical research found no evidence for this conception, rather the contrary. On 
the one hand, empirical researchers concluded that, under very specific conditions, 
some large criminal organizations have emerged and existed for a long period of 
time, such as the Sicilian Mafia, the Japanese Yakuza, the Hong Kong Triads, and 
the Russian Mafia (see, e.g. Paoli 2003, Varese 2011). However, these structures do 
not resemble formal bureaucracies, as suggested by Donald Cressey. On the other 
hand, these large criminal organizations turn out to be the exception rather than 
the rule. Offenders operating in contemporary local illegal markets in developed 
countries with a ‘strong state’, such as most Western industrialised countries, tend 
to cooperate in structures that are small and ephemeral (e.g. Reuter 1983). Further-
more, offenders tend to co-operate in varying structures in criminal networks that 
develop over time. The ways in which offenders cooperate can be explained by 
various factors, including pre-existing social networks, operational requirements, 
specific situational factors, or personal characteristics. We do not intend to pres-
ent an extensive review of the literature on the structure and composition of or-
ganised crime groups here as such reviews of specific organised crime groups and 
criminal networks have been provided elsewhere (see, for example, Bichler et al. 
2017, Bouchard and Morselli 2014, Paoli 2014, Morselli 2009). As the purpose of this 
article is to make a comparison for the Netherlands, we specifically review what is 
known about the structure and composition of organised crime in the Netherlands, 
based on four reports of the Dutch Organised Crime Monitor (Kleemans et al. 1998, 
2002; van de Bunt and Kleemans 2007; Kruisbergen et al. 2012).
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Although pyramid-shaped organisations exist in the Netherlands, they are 
the exception rather than the rule. This does not imply, however, that criminal 
organisations do not have a structure or that relationships in criminal networks 
are interchangeable and horizontal. Some people are more important than others 
in these networks owing to specific resources or capabilities they offer, such as 
money, knowledge or contacts. The four Organised Crime Monitor reports highlight 
the wide variety of forms of criminal cooperation and the fact that the logistics 
of criminal activities (what has to be arranged?) have a major influence on the 
ways in which criminal cooperation takes place (Kleemans et al. 1998, pp. 31–59, 
2002, pp. 39–63). There are often, for example, key players on whom many offend-
ers depend for their money, knowledge, or contacts. The question when analysing 
criminal networks should not, therefore, be ‘Who is in charge?’, but instead ‘Who is 
dependent on whom? And why?’

327  While key players reappear again and again in various investigations and 
in various criminal collaborations, other offenders may gradually become less and 
less dependent on these key players because they acquire money, knowledge, and 
contacts of their own and subsequently generate new criminal collaborations. By 
not a priori assuming stable, pyramid-shaped organisations, we remain open to 
the possibility of growth and development within criminal networks, while also 
being able to see how enablers, who often operate on the periphery of criminal 
collaborations, regularly provide crucial services to several criminal collaborations.

The first two reports based on the Organised Crime Monitor specifically high-
light the importance of enablers and supportive environments for the functioning 
of criminal collaborations (Kleemans et al. 1998, pp. 61–91, 2002, pp. 56–62). Crimi-
nal collaborations often do not carry out all activities themselves, either because 
they lack specific capacities, or because the risks are too high. In these cases, they 
can be helped by enablers who provide specific services, such as forging documents, 
transport, changing or exchanging money, and financial advice.

A characteristic feature of enablers’ activities is that they are crucial for per-
forming specific criminal activities. Secondly, they often create a bridge between 
the ‘underworld’ and ‘upper world’; this is needed because the division between 
the licit and illicit world frequently creates logistical bottlenecks for criminal col-
laborations. A third characteristic is that the enabler is often relatively difficult to 
replace because relatively few people can offer the required expertise. A fourth 
characteristic is that these services are often delivered to multiple groups because 
criminal collaborations frequently face the same problems and come into contact 
with the same enablers through their social contacts. The scarcer the expertise and 
the more crucial it is for carrying out specific criminal activities, the more impor-
tant the role of these enablers is within criminal networks.
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Processes of origin and growth

An analysis of 92 ‘starters’ in organised crime shows the various ways in which 
people become involved in this form of crime, including through existing social 
relationships, work- and job-related relationships, hobbies or ancillary activities, 
specific ‘life’ events’ (particularly related to financial setbacks), and deliberate re-
cruitment (Kleemans and de Poot 2008).

This explains why ‘late starters’ (i.e. people who become involved in organised 
crime only later on in life) are not exceptional in organised crime cases, but instead 
comprise a substantial proportion of the analysed suspects (Kleemans and de Poot 
2008). This can be the case because some opportunities for carrying out profitable 
criminal activities arise only later on in life, while some people only act upon these 
opportunities later on in life, due to, for example, ‘life events’ such as bankruptcy 
and problematic debt situations.

Next to ‘late starters’, there are also offenders who have been criminally ac-
tive for some time before switching to forms of organised crime. Criminal careers 
can gain momentum through factors such as specialisation (particularly in drug 
trafficking and production), a broker giving an offender access to interesting in-
ternational markets, accumulation of capital the offender uses to invest in trading 
opportunities or semi-legal investments, or having specific skills or transnational 
contacts that attract other 328  offenders. In the latter case, the main catalyst is not 
the offender himself, but the network around the offender; as many other offend-
ers depend on these skills or resources, offenders tell other offenders about specific 
expertise, and these other offenders consequently also seek contact.

In the world of organised crime, major financial interests are at stake in a 
mainly unregulated environment. Therefore, social embeddedness and trust are 
of great importance for the functioning of criminal collaborations. The four re-
ports of the Dutch Organised Crime Monitor extensively discuss the importance 
of existing social relationships for criminal collaboration. Family, friends, and 
acquaintances work together and introduce each other to other people. Existing 
social relationships, however, do not always offer a solution because these relations 
are clustered, and physical and social barriers exist between different countries 
and different ethnic groups, and between the licit and illicit world. Bridging these 
‘structural holes’ (Burt 1992) is very important and often a problem for criminal 
groups, particularly in cases of ‘transit crime’. Transit crime includes profitable, 
international illegal activities, such as drug trafficking, human trafficking, arms 
trade, money laundering, and fraud (e.g. evasion of excise duties and taxes), where 
the Netherlands may function as a production country (for example, the produc-
tion of synthetic drugs and cannabis cultivation), a transit country, or a country 
of destination. Such ‘transit crime’ activities comprise a very important part of 
organised crime in the Netherlands. However, criminal cooperation does not only 
revolve around reliability or trust; capacity is also important. That is why offenders 
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sometimes use ‘outsiders’ – not being family members, friends, or regular business 
partners – when they get involved in risky or very large operations (van de Bunt 
and Kleemans 2007, pp. 49–76). New relationships can offer new trading oppor-
tunities. How does trust emerge in such circumstances? First, learning effects are 
important: trust is based on personal experience regarding a partner’s earlier per-
formance. Second, trust can be based on transferred experiences of others. Third, 
reputation can also be based on generalisations regarding the (alleged or actual) 
characteristics of particular groups.

CybErCrImInAL nEtworkS: A rEvIEw of thE 
LItErAturE

Cybercrime

This section is about cybercriminal networks. In general, two types of cybercrimes 
are distinguished (e.g. Holt & Bossler, 2014; McGuire & Dowling, 2013). First, there 
are new types of crimes which are aimed at IT and committed through the use of 
IT. Examples include hacking databases with credit card credentials or using mali-
cious software to encrypt files on a computer and demand a fee to decrypt these 
files. Second, there are traditional crimes which are not focused on IT, but for which 
IT is essential to commit the offence. Examples include the use of phishing e-mails 
and phishing websites in order to steal money from the online bank accounts of 
victims. In this article, in line with the literature, we use ‘cyber-dependent’ crimes 
for those within the first category and ‘cyber-enabled’ crimes for the latter category. 
‘Cybercrime’ is used as an umbrella term for both categories.

Structure and composition
329  In theory, the internet offers a perfect opportunity structure for decentralised 

flexible networks of criminals that are loosely organised and divide activities based 
on knowledge and skills. In practice, however, this does not always seem to apply in 
the case of cybercriminal networks.

Empirical research into organised cybercrime in the Netherlands, Germany, 
the United Kingdom, Sweden and the USA, for example, shows that the structure 
of cybercriminal networks is not very different from that of traditional networks 
(Bulanova-Hristova and Kasper 2016; Bulanova-Hristova et al. 2016; Werner and 
Korsell 2016; Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, 2017c, 2017d; Odinot et al. 2017). The major-
ity of the networks studied by Leukfeldt et al. (2017a, 2017c, 2017d), for example, 
comprised a more or less stable group of core members who committed offences 
together over a longer period of time. The core members of these networks often 
knew each other from the physical world and recruited only a few specialists 
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through online meeting places. Only a few networks could be characterised as ad 
hoc collaborations in which alliances were forged at online meeting places.

Furthermore, several studies show that – similar to traditional networks 
– cybercriminal networks still contain important actors with a role as broker or 
bridge-builder (Soudijn and Monsma 2012; Lu et al. 2010; Yip et al. 2012; Holt and 
Smirnova 2014; Décary-Hétu and Dupont 2012; Décary-Hétu et al. 2012; Leukfeldt 
et al. 2017b, 2017d). Lastly, cybercriminal networks also have some kind of hier-
archy. Despite no mafia structure being identified, several layers were observed 
within all the networks studied by Leukfeldt et al. (2017c, 2017d, 2017f). At the top, 
there are the core members who plan the criminal activities (in this case: mainly 
financial cybercrimes, including phishing and hacking), work together for a long 
time, and find other suitable co-offenders. In the layer below the core members 
(‘enablers’) can be found. These enablers provide specific criminal services. A dis-
tinction can be made between professional enablers and recruited enablers. Both 
types of enablers provide services to the core members of criminal networks, so 
that the criminal activities can be executed or executed more effectively. The dif-
ference between the two groups is that professional enablers offer their services to 
all kinds of networks, whereas recruited enablers are encouraged by core members 
to provide specific services. The bottom layer is composed of money mules. These 
types of criminals are used by the core members or enablers to interrupt the money 
trail to the criminal group. Money mules’ bank accounts, for example, may be used 
to receive money from the bank accounts of phishing victims.

Some networks, however, fully exploit the opportunities the internet offers. 
Members of these networks can quickly gain an international position through the 
use of online criminal meeting places (Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, 2017d) or enter into 
a chain collaboration with other criminals, each carrying out a specific criminal 
activity (Bulanova-Hristova et al. 2016; Odinot et al. 2017).

Hence, some networks have many similarities with traditional criminal net-
works – long-term cooperation between the core members and dependency rela-
tions –, whereas others comprise more ad hoc and short-term collaborations, in 
which the individual members specialise in a specific activity. These differences in 
structure are related to the 330  processes of origin and growth (Bulanova-Hristova 
et al. 2016; Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, 2017c, 2017d). Traditional criminal networks 
that start committing cybercrimes retain their original structure, while networks 
that commit only cybercrimes but originate from offline social contacts also have 
a structure similar to that of traditional criminal networks. Lastly, networks that 
commit only cybercrimes and where the core members got to know each other on-
line show some variation in structure: sometimes they have a traditional structure 
(even criminals who meet each other online have long-term contacts; see, for ex-
ample, Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, 2017d), but these types of networks can also comprise 
short-term chain or other forms of cooperation.
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Processes of origin and growth

The “Structure and composition” section explains how offline social ties play an 
important role in the development of criminal networks. In the online world, how-
ever, no geographical distances need to be bridged to come into contact with other 
offenders; distance, location and time are, in principle, no longer a limiting factor 
for criminal cooperation.

Various studies have provided evidence that digitisation, and particularly 
online criminal meeting places, can influence the origin and growth processes of 
criminal networks. Soudijn and Zegers (2012) and Yip et al. (2012) found that new-
comers to digital meeting places quickly get in touch with existing forum members 
and relatively quickly take on a more central position. In an online environment, 
the important role that core members normally play in networks seems, therefore, 
to decrease.

However, the studies of Leukfeldt (2014), Leukfeldt et al. (2017a, 2017d, 2017f), 
Bulanova-Hristova et al. (2016) and Odinot et al. (2017) found that cybercriminal 
networks use both offline social contacts and online meeting places. In networks 
where offline social contacts form the basis for origin and growth, family, friends, 
and acquaintances work together and introduce each other to others (similar to 
traditional criminal networks). Only a few networks comprise solely offline so-
cial relationships. Most networks use online meeting places to acquire specialist 
knowledge and skills that they cannot find within their offline social contacts, for 
example purchasing advanced malware or hacking tools. A dichotomy can also be 
seen in networks where online contacts form the basis for the network’s origin and 
growth. Members of these networks get to know each other online, for example 
through chat channels or forums. A minority of the networks seem to be able to 
carry out the criminal activities with only online contacts. Not only the core mem-
bers of these networks get to know each other online, but also all the enablers are 
recruited online. Other networks, however, have a mix of online and offline con-
tacts; core members get to know each other online and some enablers are recruited 
online, but other enablers are recruited within offline social networks (see also, for 
example, Lusthaus and Varese 2017; Lusthaus 2019). The latter is especially true for 
networks of money mules, recruiters and cashers.

Online meeting places remove the traditional limitations of social networks. 
In many ways, these meeting places do not differ from traditional offline criminal 
meeting places, also called ‘offender convergence settings’ (see Felson 2003, 2006): 
once you are inside, you can contact others, buy criminal tools, and explore new 
markets. However, access to online meeting places seems to be easier than access 
to offline criminal meeting places (Leukfeldt et al. 2017d, e). For the curious loner, 
it is easier to 331  hang around on public forums and ask questions than to do the 
same in a bar full of criminals. It is also important to note that online meeting 
places have a learning function and that a subculture exists in which the sharing 
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of information about criminal opportunities is fairly normal (Chu et al. 2010; Holt 
and Kilger 2008; Holt et al. 2012; Hutchings and Holt 2015; Hutchings 2014; Leuk-
feldt et al. 2017b, 2017d; Soudijn and Zegers 2012). Someone who wants to learn 
can therefore go to a forum, ask questions, and look up information on the discus-
sion sections of the forum. You can also pay people to learn new skills (Hutchings 
and Holt 2015; Chu et al. 2010; Holt and Lampke 2010; Hutchings and Holt 2015). 
Lastly, rating and review systems allow reliable co-offenders to be found (Soudijn 
and Zegers 2012; Herley & Florencio, 2010; Wehinger 2011; Yip et al. 2012; Lusthaus 
2012; Dupont et al. 2016; Décary-Hétu and Dupont 2012, 2013; Holt 2013; Holt and 
Smirnova 2014; Holt et al. 2015; Chu et al. 2010; Ablon et al. 2014).

Commentators note that it is obvious that traditional organised crime is moving 
more and more to the online world (for example, Grabosky 2007; McCusker 2006; 
Lusthaus 2013; Broadhurst et al. 2014; EPO 2016). However, to date, little empirical 
research on this topic has been done. Empirical studies show that traditional crimi-
nal networks that are involved in all sorts of crime, use IT to improve their crime 
scripts (for example, Odinot et al. 2017; Bulanova-Hristova et al. 2016; Leukfeldt 
2014; Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, b, c, d). Networks involved in human smuggling and 
drug trafficking, for example, use the Internet to communicate encrypted or use 
online meeting places to recruit new co-offenders (Odinot et al. 2017; Bulanova-
Hristova et al. 2016; Lavorgna 2014a, b, 2015a, b). Furthermore, the study of Bijlenga 
and Kleemans (2017) shows that traditional criminals are able to recruit IT-experts 
‘in the grey zone’ easily because some software or tools that can be abused by 
criminals are offered legally on the Internet or by so-called Spy-shops (that often 
offer extra services for their customers).

dAtA And mEthodS

Our empirical data consist of large-scale criminal investigations into organised 
crime. These cases are part of the Dutch Organised Crime Monitor (DOCM). The 
DOCM is an ongoing research project into the nature of organised crime in the 
Netherlands. In five data sweeps, 180 cases of organised crime were analysed, each 
including several and sometimes dozens of individual suspects. In each case, the 
police files were analysed, containing the results of all policing activities that were 
deployed, such as wiretapping, monitoring of internet traffic, undercover policing, 
interrogations of suspects, confiscation, and financial information. For this article, 
we used the 30 cases analysed in the fifth and most recent data sweep. These 30 
cases, based on criminal investigations completed in the period 2011–2016,1 include 
various forms of organised crime, such as various types of drug trafficking, illegal 

1. Criminal investigations in organized crime can take several years before they are completed. For 
this data sweep, we used investigations completed in the period 2011–2016 and two slightly ‘older’ 
cases (regarding important investigations that had not been analyzed in the earlier data sweeps). 
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arms trade, 332  human trafficking, fraud and money laundering, and cybercrime 
(for more information, see Kruisbergen et al. 2018).

The selection of 30 cases for the fifth wave of data collection came about af-
ter an intensive inventory of criminal investigations. This inventory took place 
through interviews with and visits to specialised units, and different national 
and regional units within the police and Public Prosecution Service. Discussions 
were held with specialists in the field of cybercrime, cocaine and heroin, synthetic 
drugs and hemp, fraud and money laundering, robberies, and human trafficking. 
Ultimately, this inventory was carried out at all ten regions of the police / Public 
Prosecution Service and a number of national units.

The inventory produced a ‘long list’ of about 70 cases, of which 30 were eventu-
ally selected. Different criteria played a role in this selection (and in the longlist). 
Some important criteria are:
– There is a criminal partnership of multiple actors.
– The criminal investigation has been completed (arrest of main suspects) 

in 2011 or later. Nevertheless, two ‘older’ cases were also included, as these 
cases had substantial added value and had not yet been included in the 
previous data sweeps.

– The case has ‘rich information’. Often by using, for example, a telephone and / 
or internet tap, bugging face-to-face meetings, undercover trajectories, or the 
seizure of administration, some investigations provide a good view of the mo-
dus operandi of the network and the structure of the network.

– The degree to which the case adds value by looking at specific aspects, such as 
interconnectedness between offenders and their environment (‘under’ and ‘up-
per world’), shielding against the authorities, criminal money flows, an inter-
national component, or a new or interesting modus operandi or criminal group.

– Various types of offenses should be included. Therefore, not only drug cases are 
selected, but also cases related to, for example, cybercrime, money laundering, 
and fraud.

An analytical framework was used to systematically analyse the cases. The com-
plete framework is described in Kruisbergen et al. (2018). For this specific study, 
we used a part of this framework, focusing on ties between members of net-
works, processes of origin and growth, and the use of offline and online offender 
convergence settings:
– Composition of the network: how are the suspects related, their role and/or 

function within the network (subgroups, core functions, facilitators, periph-
ery)?

– Structure of the criminal network (e.g. standalone unit, fluid cooperation based 
on a specific goal).

We would like to thank Geralda Odinot, Maite Verhoeven, Ronald Pool and Christianne de Poot for 
sharing five cases related to cybercrime (Odinot et al. 2017).
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– Is there hierarchy and/or mutual dependency?
– How, when, and where did the network start?
– Do the suspects have a common or different background? (family, neighbour-

hood, friends, occupation, etc). If not, in what ways are the suspects related?
– What kept the members of the criminal network together? (social ties, eco-

nomic advantages, fear, etc).
– Describe the (digital) offender convergence settings used by the criminals.
333  The DOCM covers criminal investigations into criminal networks that have 

been completed by the police, i.e. where the investigation team has collected 
enough evidence for the Public Prosecution Service to decide to prosecute, even 
though a court judgment may not necessarily have yet been issued. Waiting for a 
court judgment would have meant that only a few cases would have been available 
for analysis, as it can take years for suspects to be finally convicted (after appeal). 
For the analysis of these criminal investigations, permission has been granted by 
the Netherlands Public Prosecution Service. Before publishing results, a special pro-
cedure of checks and double-checks seeks to prevent disproportionate harm to the 
interests of suspects and/or criminal investigation strategies. For a more extensive 
review of these methodological questions, see Kleemans (2014).

We distinguished four categories of cases, depending on the role IT played. The 
first category comprised 23 cases of traditional organised crime; in other words, 
cases without a strong IT component. These included cases of offline drug traffick-
ing (cases 158, 159, 161–164, 167, 169–172, 175, and 176), human smuggling/traf-
ficking (case 160), money laundering (cases 157, 166, 168, 177, 178, and 180), and 
other/combined crimes (cases 165, 174, and 179). The second category comprised 
three cases of traditional organised crime in which IT was an important innovative 
element in the modus operandi. One of these cases concerned an offender group 
manipulating the handling of incoming containers by hacking the network of a 
port terminal (case 151). A second case concerned people involved in a dark web 
market on which drugs, for example, were traded (case 152). The third case revolved 
around a modern variant of money laundering, entailing bitcoin exchangers who 
helped their customers anonymously exchange bitcoins for cash. The information 
available indicated that these customers earned their bitcoins through online drug 
trading (case 173). The third category comprised two cases of organised low-tech 
cybercrime. One of these cases concerned a variant of ‘skimming’ (also known as 
‘shimming’) in which the data traffic between the EMV chip on the card and the 
terminal in which it was used was intercepted (case 154). The second case con-
cerned phishing operations, in which criminals sought, for example, to obtain 
people’s online banking credentials (case 156). The fourth category included two 
cases of organised high-tech cybercrime. Both cases focused on banking malware, 
i.e. criminals using malicious software to manipulate payments made via internet 
banking (cases 153 and 155).
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Criminal investigation files are thus the most important data source within 
the monitor. The use of police data for research purposes naturally has certain 
limitations. The most fundamental limitation concerns the aforementioned fact 
that investigation files ultimately only concern persons and activities that came 
to the attention of the police and about which the police wanted and could gather 
information. This fact can lead to a bias in the research results. Activities and of-
fenders who fall outside the view and/or priorities of the police are also not avail-
able for analysis. However, this selective view also entails an important advantage 
for gathering knowledge. Anyone who wants to delve into criminal phenomena 
is confronted with the ‘walls of silence’ surrounding criminal activities, particu-
larly when it comes to organised crime (van de Bunt 2007, 2010). Only the police 
have far-reaching powers to break through these ‘walls’ through the use of special 
investigation methods. A researcher having access to criminal investigation files 
benefits from these exclusive powers and can thus also gain an exclusive insight 
into the activities of offenders or in the way in which they relate to each other and 
their surroundings.

rESuLtS

334  In this section, we discuss the results of our empirical analyses. The “Structure” 
section focuses on the structure and composition of the criminal networks in the 
30 cases we studied. The origin and growth of these networks are discussed in the 
“Origin and growth processes” section.

Structure

Traditional organised crime
The picture shown by the cases relating to traditional organised crime does not dif-
fer from that shown by the cases in the previous DOCM reports. There are no mafia-
like, pyramid-shaped organisational structures, but instead more or less structured 
criminal networks with key players and criminal enablers on which others depend. 
The way in which criminals cooperate was also seen to depend on the nature of the 
criminal activities that are carried out.

Traditional organised crime with a cyber element
The network from case 151 concerned a fairly traditional criminal network in-
volved in international drug trafficking, and was similar to cases in the previous 
data sweeps. It was a well-organised collaboration in which criminals worked 
together in separate subgroups. Approximately 50 people were linked to this crimi-
nal cooperation in the investigation. The difference with other networks involved 
in traditional drug trafficking is that this network used the services of two hackers 
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to locate and pick up containers of drugs before the regular transport company 
reached the cargo.

The investigation focused on offender A and related persons. Offender A was 
one of the core members of the criminal collaboration, handling the transport of 
cocaine from South America to the Netherlands and Belgium on behalf of other 
criminals. Offender A and other core members were in contact with various people 
providing criminal services. The core members had contacts, for example, with sup-
pliers of drugs in Colombia, used interpreters for communications, (presumably) 
used people working at shipyards or the port to falsify transport documents, and 
controlled drivers who actually drove containers containing drugs from one point 
to another. Lastly, core members and facilitators used all kinds of legal construc-
tions, as well as ‘straw men’, to stay under the radar. In other words, the criminal 
collaboration in this case was very similar to that in traditional criminal networks. 
The only difference was that hackers were used to locate and pick up containers of 
drugs in harbours before the regular transport company reached the cargo.

The central feature in case 152 was an online market place where drugs and 
weapons were traded. The criminal investigation focused on the Dutch members 
who had developed and were managing the online market. The collaboration in-
volved three core members and an enabler. Two of the core members were the cre-
ators of this specific online market and had developed a first version of the online 
platform, which was not good enough to use. Although these two core members 
had a high degree of IT knowledge, they needed the help of an enabler, who was a 
long-term acquaintance of 335  one of the core members, to create an effective on-
line market. Without him, the market would not have been able to function as they 
wanted. The third core member had no IT knowledge, but a criminal background 
and past experience in offline drug trafficking.

The online platform was divided into a market place section and a discussion 
section. Drugs, for example, were offered within the market place section, where 
sellers placed advertisements and buyers could contact the sellers. In the discus-
sion section, members could find information on various topics (for example, the 
best way to send drugs), create new discussion topics, and find information about 
sellers. In this case, the collaboration between the offenders formed the organised 
‘reverse side’ of a forum they managed and also used themselves. In this way, they 
expanded the opportunities to deal drugs, while the online market also generated 
revenue for the offenders.

The criminal network in case 173 was involved in converting bitcoins into cash. 
The bitcoins were presumably obtained by, for example, selling drugs on online 
criminal markets on the dark web. The criminal investigation focused on five main 
suspects who exchanged bitcoins, jointly and individually, over a longer period 
of time. The main suspects placed advertisements on various online platforms, 
where they advertised opportunities to exchange bitcoins for cash. Although they 
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used publicly accessible websites, the group’s clients meant they probably also 
advertised on forums on the dark web. These bitcoin exchangers actually func-
tioned as enablers for all kinds of other criminal networks and independently 
operating criminals.

The investigation discussed only the cooperation involving several online drug 
traffickers. Despite investigators describing one of the core members as the coordi-
nator, there seemed to be no clear hierarchy within the group of core members. The 
core members sometimes worked together, but often also worked independently 
and had their own customers. The core members used money mules’ bank accounts 
to exchange the bitcoins for cash.

Organised cybercrime: low-tech
The criminal network in case 154 adapted card readers issued by a Dutch bank 
for logging in to online bank accounts. The network consisted of three layers: five 
core members, one enabler, and six lower-level suspects. This network had been 
working together for about a year and a half. A hierarchy existed among the core 
members. One core member was the coordinator and had contacts with the en-
abler. This enabler operated from the UK for various networks and provided crucial 
services to these networks. The core members had no technical knowledge and 
were dependent on the enabler, who adapted the card readers, gave the core mem-
bers clear instructions about how to act, and managed the database containing the 
data obtained through the use of adapted card readers. The other core members 
were described as team leaders managing teams of lower-level suspects. The task 
of these suspects was to enter physical bank offices to exchange the card readers 
and retrieve them after a period of time.

The criminal network in case 156 was involved in phishing attacks on custom-
ers of Dutch banks and consisted of four layers: a group of core members, profes-
sional enablers, recruited enablers, and money mules. The eight core members 
cooperated in a more or less stable composition for at least a year and a half (the 
duration of the investigation). Remarkably, none of the core members had a high 
degree of IT expertise.

336  In contrast to the malware networks in cases 153 and 155, the core mem-
bers in case 156 did not use forums to contact enablers with technical knowledge. 
Instead, they used a friend of an acquaintance of a core member from Nigeria who 
was able to build phishing websites for Dutch banks. The core members also used 
an enabler to supply false identity documents. How the contact with this enabler 
came about was unclear. The core members also used the services of many others, 
including people working at call centres of Dutch banks who supplied information 
on accounts and increased cash withdrawal limits (making it easier to cash stolen 
money), postal workers intercepting officially requested log-in credentials, ‘callers’ 
who had to telephone potential victims to obtain transaction codes, and people 
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recruiting money mules or supervising the cashing process. All these enablers were 
recruited through informal contacts. The bottom layer of the network consisted of 
money mules providing their bank account to the core members of the criminal 
group. The money mules were used to interrupt the money trail from the victims 
to the core members.

Organised cybercrime: high-tech
Both criminal networks in cases 153 and 155 used malware to steal money from 
online bank accounts of customers of Dutch banks and had four layers. The top 
layer consisted of the core members of the network who controlled the others 
within the network and coordinated the attacks.

In case 153, the network consisted of four core members, while the network 
in case 155 had five core members. In both networks, the core members did not 
appear to have an exceptionally high degree of technical knowledge. Some core 
members, however, clearly had affinity with the criminal opportunities IT offers 
and were, for example, active on forums containing information about committing 
all kinds of cybercrimes, as well as downloading videos explaining how certain 
forms of malware work. The professional enablers were located in the layer below 
(or next to) the core members. These offenders offered their criminal services to 
various networks. In both cases 153 and 155, core members used online forums 
to find enablers with a high degree of technical expertise. Given the core mem-
bers’ limited technical knowledge, they needed enablers to be able to carry out the 
malware attacks. The network in case 153 used various enablers to, for example, 
purchase malware, rent a botnet and buy falsified identity cards. The network in 
case 155, by contrast, used a forum only to buy a specific type of malware. One of 
the core members then adapted it to attack Dutch banks.

The networks in cases 153 and 155 also used the services of people who did not 
offer these services to a multitude of networks. These persons were recruited by the 
core members and, as a rule, were part of the social network of one or more core 
members. The network in case 153, for example, used a postman who intercepted 
packets that had been purchased through fraudulent transfers from victims’ ac-
counts. This postman was a neighbour of one of the core members. The network in 
case 155 used a person who recruited money mules. These money mules provided 
their bank accounts to the core members so that money from victims’ accounts 
could be cashed. The recruiter had been involved in criminal activities for some 
time and so knew one of the core members, who had previously been involved 
in bankruptcy frauds.

The bottom layer of the networks in cases 153 and 155 consisted of money 
mules who made their bank accounts available to core members. These money 
mules were 337  used to interrupt the money trail from the victims to the core 
members. Money was transferred from the victims’ accounts to the money mules’ 
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accounts. Subsequently, the money was cashed as soon as possible. Money mules 
were recruited within the social networks of core members and enablers. This in-
volved both offline social contacts (friends, people from the neighbourhood, etc.) 
and online social contacts (posts about making quick money on social media). One 
of the network’s recruiters in case 155, for example, recruited new money mules by 
approaching acquaintances. If someone cooperated, the friends of that person were 
then also approached. Communications between the core members demonstrated 
that recruiters were deliberately looking for people who were easily influenced, for 
example people with high debts or psychological problems, or drug addicts. The file 
contained examples of money mules with debts, a homeless person, and someone 
in an assisted-living programme.

Origin and growth processes

In this section, we discuss the processes of origin and growth, how new core mem-
bers and enablers are recruited, how trust is gained, and to what extent criminal 
networks are locally embedded.

Traditional organised crime
Previous reports of the DOCM showed the importance of existing social relation-
ships within criminal networks. Social ties are often crucial for the processes of 
origin and growth of criminal networks: family, friends and acquaintances work 
together and introduce each other to others. Where existing social relationships fail, 
‘outsiders’ (others than family members, friends, or regular business partners) are 
deployed, with criminal meeting places playing an important role in this process.

The picture showed by the new cases relating to traditional organised crime 
does not differ from that shown by the cases in the previous monitor reports. The 
importance of social relations is also clearly visible in these cases, as is the impor-
tance of criminal meeting places.

Traditional organised crime with a cyber element
Case 151 concerned a criminal network involved in international drug trafficking. 
This criminal collaboration, or subgroups of this collaboration, had been involved 
in drug trafficking and other criminal activities for some time. Most of the suspects 
were from the Netherlands, but some were from Belgium, Spain, Turkey, Cape Verde, 
Serbia, Albania, Bulgaria, Indonesia and Colombia. Although it is unclear how the 
network originated, it seems to be a fairly classic example of a criminal collabora-
tion in which social ties play an important role. The majority of the approximately 
50 people linked to this criminal collaboration had previous drug-related criminal 
activities in common. As well as some of the members of the criminal collaboration 
having been active in the criminal environment for some time and having got to 
know each other this way, there were various family and friendship relationships 
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within the network. For example, C was a brother of T, while E was the husband of Z, 
W was the son of X, ZZ was the father of ZY, ZR was the father of ZQ, and ZM was the 
former brother-in-law of B. ZV 338  said he had known X and O for 20 years through 
playing football, while N had known M for five years from the pub, and ZI said he 
also knew G from the pub.

A special feature of this criminal collaboration was that the core members used 
two hackers who helped them to intercept and pick up containers of drugs before 
the regular transport company arrived to collect the cargo in the port. These hack-
ers were two foreigners who had been hired by a Dutch bank to develop systems. 
One enabler played a crucial role in establishing contacts between the IT special-
ists and the members of the criminal network. Exactly how and why this suspect 
contacted these two IT specialists is unknown.

The criminal collaboration in case 152 also related to drug trafficking. This net-
work used an online market to sell drugs. The three core members were the devel-
opers of the market and had roles as administrator and moderator. Offender B, who 
said he had a rare disease and stayed at home, seems to have been pivotal to the 
gathering of the core members. B and C (who lived in Germany) knew each other 
through forums. Both were previously active on a market place where drugs were 
traded. When that market was about to go offline, these core members decided to 
develop a new online platform. B and A, a person with a criminal past and who had 
been active in drug trafficking for a long time, had known each other for years. It 
is unclear how this contact was forged. Despite two core members having coding 
skills and a high level of technical expertise, they were not able to build a good on-
line platform and needed the help of E, who knew ‘B’ through online forums. B and 
E found each other through a shared interest in mining and trading bitcoins. In the 
past, they had already programmed together and had a lot of things to discuss with 
each other. B wanted to use E’s programming expertise. According to E, it started 
with programming one module, quickly followed by more. At a certain moment, 
a point was reached where B himself could no longer make changes to the online 
platform because he did not have enough knowledge to do so.

The criminal network in case study 173 dealt, among other things, with the 
exchanging of bitcoins, obtained through sales of drugs on online criminal markets 
on the dark web, for cash. The core members all knew each other through offline 
social contacts. Three of the core members had had the same part-time job at a 
food wholesaler for several years. Through their shared interests, they came into 
contact with each other and a friendship arose. The other two exchangers were a 
childhood friend of the three core members and a brother. The exchangers used, 
among other things, the bank accounts of money mules to obtain large amounts of 
cash. Offender A, who was seen as the coordinator of the exchangers, mainly used 
people from a specific ethnic background.
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In addition, the criminal investigation specifically focused on several drug 
dealers who used online markets on the dark web to sell their illegal drugs. One of 
the ways the drugs they sold on the online markets were paid for was in bitcoins. 
The sellers used the services of the bitcoin exchangers to exchange this cryptocur-
rency for ‘real’ cash.

The initial contacts between the drug traders and bitcoin exchangers were 
online. Although the bitcoin exchangers had placed ads on forums, these online 
contacts were quickly followed by meetings in the physical world. During these 
meetings, which often took place at, for example, Starbucks or McDonalds, one 
party transferred bitcoins, on the spot, to the other party’s wallet. Subsequently, 
cash was handed over. The bitcoin exchanger had previously withdrawn that 
money from cash dispensers (in several small amounts) or brought cash with him. 
To check whether new customers 339  were reliable, the bitcoin exchangers asked 
questions and checked reviews and other available information about the new cus-
tomers. They also appeared to do long-term business with a few regular customers, 
sometimes exchanging tens of thousands of euros a week.

Despite the global nature of the dark web and bitcoins, the bitcoin exchangers 
in this criminal investigation operated in a limited market, with the Dutch bitcoin 
exchangers mainly working for customers in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, 
Italy, Northern France, and Luxembourg.

Organised cybercrime: low-tech
The criminal network in case 154 consisted of five core members, an enabler, and 
various lower-level suspects. The core members and lower-level suspects were con-
nected through family and friendship ties, and were mainly Romanians residing 
in the Netherlands and originating from the same region in Romania. C and F, for 
example, were brothers. C, D and H were friends and grew up together. C arranged a 
job in construction for D, while H and I had attended the same primary school. B, C 
and H had previously been arrested in Romania for traditional skimming activities 
(installing skimming equipment at payment terminals). The only member born and 
raised in the Netherlands had a romantic relationship with an acquaintance of D.

The members of this criminal group were constantly looking for new opportu-
nities to earn money. Some of them worked in construction, but were also involved 
in various criminal activities, such as human trafficking, prostitution, and drug traf-
ficking. At a certain point, B bought skimmed data from bank cards from a criminal 
group in the UK. However, these cards did not appear to work. Through contacts in 
the criminal environment he then came into contact with A, who worked from the 
UK for various local groups involved in skimming. A then developed software for 
skimming equipment, gave the core members of other networks instructions, and 
managed the database of skimmed data.
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Case 156 concerned a network performing phishing attacks. A typical feature 
of this network was that the members knew each other through informal contacts 
in the offline world. This was true both for the core members, and also for the en-
ablers and money mules used. Members knew each other because, for example, they 
had family ties, came from the same neighbourhood and hung around together, or 
because they were at the same school or sports club. Although it was unclear how 
exactly the eight core members met each other, they all originated from the same 
Amsterdam neighbourhood and had been active in the criminal environment for 
a long time. The criminal investigation showed, for example, that they had per-
formed or carried out various other criminal activities in varying compositions, 
such as drug trafficking, skimming, and fraud with telephone subscriptions.

Enablers, such as bank employees who supplied information from accounts 
and were able to increase cash withdrawal limits, and postal employees who in-
tercepted log-in credentials sent by post, were specifically recruited by the core 
members or people who knew the core members: the enablers were repeatedly 
approached on the street and asked to cooperate. The bank employees lived in the 
neighbourhoods where the core members were also active. The bank employees 
stated during questioning that they were simply asked to provide information 
about account numbers. Bank 340  employees were also offered financial compen-
sation. Sometimes a pretext was first used to find out whether a bank employee 
could access relevant information; for example, ‘My ex owes me money. She says 
she hasn’t got any money, but I don’t believe that. Can you check that?’ As soon as it 
was known that the enabler could indeed access specific information, pressure was 
exerted on the enabler to actually provide information.

Money mules who made their accounts available to ‘cash’ money were also 
recruited through informal contacts. New money mules were openly recruited in 
school playgrounds, and at sports clubs and night clubs. The core members and 
recruiters also used social media to approach acquaintances and strangers. Several 
money mules indicated that it was quite normal to be approached by people wanting 
them to cooperate with the fraud scheme and to let them use their bank accounts.

Organised cybercrime: high-tech
The criminal networks in cases 153 and 155 used malware to steal money from on-
line bank accounts of Dutch bank customers. In both cases, the core members were 
all Dutch. The core members knew each other through offline and online social 
contacts and used online markets to purchase malware.

In case 153, for example, there were four core members who knew each other 
through social contacts. A and B were the core members who carried out the techni-
cal part of the offence. They purchased and adapted the malware and coordinated 
the attacks. It is unclear how the two came into contact with each other. However, 
both studied economics at different universities. B and D knew each other from 
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school, while A and C knew each other from the ‘rap scene’, where people were 
reported to openly talk about making money by providing bank cards to enable 
money to be cashed. C indicated that he initially approached A through social 
media. The core members used a postman who intercepted packets that had been 
purchased through fraudulent transfers from victims’ accounts. This postman was 
the neighbour of one of the core members. While money mules were also recruited 
from social networks, the police files stated that contacts were also made through 
social media and online games.

The two core members who were responsible for the technical part of the of-
fence did not have sufficient technical expertise to carry out the malware attack 
themselves. However, two core members had ‘affinity with this matter’ and were 
active on forums. This way, they were able to reach out to the right enablers and 
purchase suitable tools. A, for example, had contacts via forums with people who 
could provide log-in details for customers of Dutch banks and with whom he also 
discussed the opportunities to use stolen credit card information to purchase goods 
in web shops. Two other online contacts were the developer or seller of malware 
that the group used to gain access to online bank accounts and the administrator of 
a botnet of which the infected computers were part. Both contacts got some of the 
proceeds from the malware attacks. Lastly, A knew a Russian able to forge identity 
documents. All the contacts that started on forums were continued through chat 
programs with encrypted communication.

Case 155 concerned a network of five core members who all had connections 
from the offline world. A, who can be viewed as the coordinator of this network, 
had contacts with someone with a technical background (E) and people with a fi-
nancial background (B and C). He knew all these people because they had worked 
for the same 341  companies. The final core member (D) had a long criminal career 
and had contacts both with a professional enabler who operated from the UK and 
laundered money and with a Dutch recruiter of money mules, and also had his own 
network of money mules that could be used to ‘cash’ money.

ConCLuSIon And dISCuSSIon

In this article, we described what is known from previous empirical research into 
criminal networks in organised crime and the extent to which the literature on 
cybercrime paints the same or a different picture. We also analysed criminal net-
works from 30 police investigations, distinguishing between traditional organised 
crime, traditional organised crime where the use of IT is an important innovative 
element, organised low-tech cybercrime, and organised high-tech cybercrime.

The article provides insight into criminal collaborations based on a unique 
dataset. However, the methodology we used also has several limitations. Therefore, 
before presenting the conclusions, we will first discuss the disadvantages of this 
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methodology. First, we have insight only into criminal collaborations that have 
been investigated by the police, so we do not know anything about networks that 
never came to the attention of the police. Our cases also contain a limited number 
of types of cybercrime; none of them, for example, involve botnets, ransomware, 
or DDoS attacks. It may well be the case that such networks have a different struc-
ture or that the processes of origin and growth differ in at least some ways. Future 
research in this area should, therefore, include such types of cybercrime. Finally, 
we were only able to analyse a limited number of cybercrime cases and cases in 
which IT is an innovative element. As police investigations will continue, the future 
may hopefully bring more empirical case material that will become available for 
scientific research, in the Netherlands and elsewhere.

The majority of the networks analysed were clearly found to have a more or 
less permanent group of core members working together over a longer period of 
time. This is in line with earlier findings (see, for example, Bulanova-Hristova and 
Kasper 2016, Bulanova-Hristova et al. 2016; Leukfeldt et al. 2017a, d). Furthermore, 
all the networks included dependency relationships, with some members being 
more important than others, and core members relying on enablers.

Compared to cases of traditional organised crime, the importance of technical 
knowledge and technical skills is evident. It is striking, however, that the offenders 
themselves often do not have much technical knowledge; instead, they obtain this 
knowledge through enablers. In the high-tech cybercrimes analysed, core members 
gained technical expertise through the use of online markets, whereas offenders 
in the low-tech cybercrime cases used contacts from the offline criminal environ-
ment. In the former cases, the search for technical knowledge took place through 
online interactions, while in the latter cases it was through offline interactions. 
This view of cybercriminal networks as networks of which the majority of mem-
bers don’t have high technical expertise is fairly new and strengthens the picture 
painted by recent studies of Lusthaus (2019) and Leukfeldt et al. (2017a, c, d).

In general, in line with both studies into traditional criminal networks and more 
recent empirical work into cybercriminal networks, it is clear from the analysed 
cases 342  that offline social relationships play an important role in the processes 
of origin and growth. Core members in particular know each other through their 
offline social networks. There were also examples, however, where social media 
platforms and online games were used to make contacts. A characteristic feature in 
some of the networks involved in committing cybercrime or dealing with tradition-
al crime with an innovative IT component is that such networks are often a ‘mix’ in 
terms of composition. On the one hand, members have already earned their spurs 
by committing traditional crime and have all kinds of contacts in the underworld. 
On the other hand, there are often very few members with the required degree of 
technical expertise. Particularly for high-tech networks, therefore, online criminal 
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markets play an important role in finding enablers with the technical expertise 
needed to carry out the attacks.

Local embeddedness appears to be present in almost all the cases analysed. 
While it is no surprise that this is present in the case of traditional offline organised 
crime (see, for example, Kleemans and de Poot 2008; van de Bunt and Kleemans 
2007), in other cases this local embeddedness is less obvious (exceptions are em-
pirical studies of Lusthaus). For example, networks dealing with cybercrimes, both 
high-tech and low-tech variants, are characterised by core members from the Neth-
erlands who get to know each other in the offline world. These core members know 
their way around online criminal markets on the dark web, but also recruit enablers 
and money mules from within their own offline social network. Finally, the Dutch 
online sellers of drugs mainly limited themselves to selling in the Netherlands and 
other European countries (usually those within ‘driving range’ of the Netherlands, 
such as Belgium, Germany, and France). The same applies to the bitcoin exchangers 
working for people trading on international online drug markets. These individuals 
mainly worked for customers who were relatively close and located in the Neth-
erlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Northern France, or Luxembourg. The borderless 
opportunities of cybercrimes appear, therefore, to be exploited through networks 
also demonstrating local embeddedness.
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